Implementing the Northern Ireland Protocol:
What Business in Northern Ireland needs & why.
Responding to the ‘The UK’s Approach to the NI Protocol’ command paper

Key points
• We welcome the first steps of progress in grappling some of the core challenges arising from
the Protocol commitments
• There is a need to move from ambitions to technical detail very quickly
• There’s a need for better access for business on this issue with both HMG (e.g. the Border
Delivery Group) and the NI Executive
• NI-GB and GB-NI detail is hugely important and needed now, but the integrated nature of
the whole island economy is also important
• The solutions that are brought forward need to reflect the needs of business and consumers
e.g. applied trusted trader schemes
• An education piece needs to be undertaken by government both in NI and GB about what
the protocol implementation means in practice, especially for small business
• Our overriding asks – for representation, mitigation, derogation and compensation – remain
essential if NI is to safely navigate this upheaval
• There is little bandwidth or financial capacity amongst the NI business community to deal
with this now
• There will be little bandwidth in January to deal with these changes either.

Where things stand in light of ‘The UK’s approach to the Protocol’
Dealing with the Coronavirus crisis has distracted from preparations that would otherwise have been
intensively focused on the legal regime to apply at the end of the transition period. This increases the
importance of using the remaining time effectively, and for business and Government to work
together to deliver a pragmatic regime that will support the next critical phase of economic recovery
for businesses right across the UK.
The more friction in any border crossings into or out of Northern Ireland, the greater the costs/risks
and the lower the profitability, and thus the greater the threat to the NI economy. Coming on top of
the devastating effects of the coronavirus pandemic, all efforts must be made to avoid unnecessary
risks and costs to Northern Ireland business.
Northern Ireland businesses face changes in operation both with the EU single market and within the
UK internal market. This must be done with adequate information, time for preparation and, where
appropriate, support and mitigations.
With this in mind, we are calling on the UK Government to make urgent progress on 10 specific
matters, building on commitments that they have already made.
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1.
To Ensure there are no Legal Impediments to Trade at the end of the Transition Period
What this is about:
The UK Government must commit unequivocally to concluding, by the end of the transition period, all
necessary preparations and negotiations with the EU. It would not be acceptable for any lack of clarity
or dispute with the EU threaten the lawful basis for trade.
What the Government has promised:
•

[The Government has not committed on this. Instead Paragraph 1 of the Command Paper states:
“Our trading arrangements at the end of the transition period on 31 December this year will
either be based on the Withdrawal Agreement only, or also on a Free Trade
Agreement concluded with the EU.”

What remains unanswered:
•

•

A ‘No Deal’ scenario would create legal impediments to NI trade with GB as well as with the EU
(e.g. in respect of services, etc.). How will the government avoid such a scenario were a deal not in
place by 31 December 2020?
Does UKG intend there to be a staggered sector-by-sector implementation of any UK-EU FTA and
how would that work?
__________________________________________

2.
To Guarantee and Legislate for Unfettered Access to GB for NI Goods
What this is about:
There is a risk of being caught outside the edge of both the GB and the EU markets unless the
definitions of ‘unfettered access’ and ‘NI qualifying goods’ are handled very carefully and based on
evidence. The UK Government must urgently set out their proposals for: (i) how unfettered access will
be achieved; (ii) how this will ensure that these benefits are provided only to NI goods/businesses; (iii)
the timeframes within which those proposals will be enshrined in law.
What the Government has promised:
•
•
•
•

No additional process or paperwork on trade from NI to rest of the UK
Legislation for unfettered access for NI to GB movement of goods to be in force by 1 January 2021
To define a qualifying status for goods and businesses in NI to benefit from unfettered access
To have no exit or summary declarations on goods leaving NI. [This is to be negotiated with the EU]

What remains unanswered:
•

How to protect the quality and status of NI goods in GB?
o How does the UKG propose striking the balance between unfettered access and protecting the reputation
and integrity of NI produce?
o How will rules of origin and cumulation work for manufactured and processed goods if they are to qualify
as NI origin, even though components from other countries will be used in final production?
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o What protections will be given to ensure that NI goods do not face competitive disadvantage or
discrimination when placed on the market in GB?
o What checks will be used to ensure that only NI-defined goods enter GB with unfettered access?

• How to manage UCC Exit Summary Declarations?
If the UKG fails to have the requirement for exit summary declarations lifted on NI-GB movement:
o What will this cost and who will bear this cost?
o What training support packages will be given to NI firms?
o Where will the customs office of exit be?
o Can the exit summary declaration be submitted electronically, and to whom?
o How long in advance of the consignment arriving at the port of departure must paperwork be submitted?
o What is the procedure for clearing a consignment at the post of exit, and what time will this require?
o How can goods manufactured in Northern Ireland but stored in Ireland or shipped via Dublin before
delivery to Great Britain avoid the costly and burdensome task of transit formalities in order to remain
competitive within the UK internal market?
o Is a simplified approach recognising the nature of all-island supply chains and the use of Dublin Port for
‘Just in time’ freight to Great Britain possible? And would it be recognised by the UK and EU to ensure
continued unfettered access of Northern Irish goods to the GB market?
__________________________________________

3.
To Minimise the Impact of Exit Checks, Declarations or Processes as Goods leave GB for NI
What this is about:
The UK Government has made clear that it considers some checks or controls will be needed as goods
move from GB into NI under the Protocol. The negative impact of these processes can be limited by
adequate, timely and well-resourced preparation for businesses to adapt to these new processes.
It is imperative that businesses are told as soon as possible what specific additional administration and
checks will be required, not least so that the preparation for managing these and for taking account of
the additional costs can commence in good time.
What the Government has promised:
•
•
•
•

No new physical customs infrastructure in NI
To use the latest technology, risk and compliance techniques
To actively seek to simplify and minimise electronic documentary requirements for agri-food trade
To review the new procedures for goods entering NI from GB on an annual basis. And ‘if they
should turn out to impose a disproportionate burden on goods moving wholly within the UK it will
consider how this burden can be reduced further or removed’

What remains unanswered:
• What documents will be required, at what cost, and how administered? E.g.
o
o
o
o
o

Entry Summary Declarations (at £15-£65)
Export health certificates be required (at £200 each)
Rules of Origin certificates
Export control certificates
SPS checks and controls

• How will these processes work in practice?
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o
o
o
o
o

Can all relevant documents be lodged electronically, if so how and where?
How far in advance of departure of a consignment should the declarations etc. be lodged?
What will be the inspection protocol when the consignment arrives in NI, and where will this take place?
Where and how will the checks take place and/or compliance be enforced away from the points of entry?
Can there be a Trusted Trader Scheme for ‘UK only’ businesses – Many businesses in the NI only operate
within the UK. As such these businesses pose no risk to the Single Market as their goods never cross into
the Republic of Ireland or beyond. The ‘UK-only businesses’ exemption principle is already established for
customs duties in Article 5.1. of the Ireland Protocol. This principle should be extended to enable the
creation of a bespoke Trusted Trader Scheme for UK only businesses, i.e. businesses which only trade
between GB and NI and vice versa. This scheme would enable businesses, who can give assurances that
their goods are not at risk of entering the EU, to trade freely between NI and GB and vice versa without
the need for additional friction.
o Will there be a safety and security agreement removing the need for entry and exit summary
declarations between Great Britain and Northern Ireland and for this to work, it would also be likely
that the same process would likely be required on shipping between Great Britain and Ireland otherwise,
if there are no exit declarations for goods leaving NI ports but they are required for departing Dublin this
creates an imbalance in formalities, a potential loophole to be exploited and potential concerns round
level playing field.

• What systems will be set-up to allow these processes, and when?
o
o
o
o

What infrastructure will be required?
What IT system(s) will be developed and used for managing this?
Will a new AEO system be developed for GB-NI trade?
When will NI firms receive the necessary upskilling to manage the new systems and processes?
__________________________________________

4.
To Guarantee that no Tariffs will be Paid for Goods Remaining in the UK’s Customs Territory
What this is about:
The UK Government must set out how non-payment of tariffs for goods remaining in the UK customs
territory will be assured and delivered without unnecessary burdens on business.
What the Government has promised:
•

There will be no tariffs for goods remaining in the UK’s customs territory

What remains unanswered:
• How does the application of EU Duties GB-NI and the “at risk” test occur?
o When will the system for ‘rebate’ be designed and rolled out?
o Are there any conditions under which intermediate processing in Northern Ireland will be permissible
without being deemed “at risk”?
o Could a form of ‘Inward processing’ relief be used and would this be economically viable for all sectors
concerned?
o How will goods bound only for in the UK internal market (in NI) be protected?
o How can impact on price and choice be avoided or at least mitigated for NI businesses and consumers?
__________________________________________
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5.
To Give Businesses the Information they Need to Prepare for any New Arrangements
What this is about:
Businesses must be given the time and support to prepare for any new arrangements that apply as
goods move between Great Britain and Northern Ireland. That requires clear, operational-level detail
as to what changes the Protocol will entail and what businesses need to do in response.
The UK Government should therefore publish guidance, by the end of July at the latest, and tailored
for different sectors as required, on the steps businesses need to take to be ready for the end of the
transition period. It is not for Business to interpret the Protocol, but for the UK and EU to be clear
about what rules apply and how.
What the Government has promised:
•
•

To produce full guidance to business and third parties before the end of the transition period on
the movement of goods GB into NI
To provide further guidance for NI traders placing certain highly regulated goods on the GB market

What remains unanswered:
• When will this guidance be published?
• What training will be provided for NI businesses having to comply to these new rules?
• What financial support will be given to mitigate the additional costs incurred by compliance?

__________________________________________

6.
To Fully Support Businesses in the Transition to any new Regime
What this is about:
While appropriate guidance is critical, so too is proper support from Government as businesses adapt
to any new systems or processes.
What the Government has promised:
•
•
•

To set out more detailed plans for extensive HMRC support for businesses engaged in new
electronic processes for east-west movement
To provide further information on how state aid provisions should be operated by public
authorities before the end of the transition period
To fund the costs of implementing the agri-food requirements set out in the command paper

What remains unanswered:
Full support must mean (with details for each strand set out by the summer):
a. A dedicated Business Transition Fund: to help meet the costs of adapting to any new
requirements for checks, controls or administrative processes
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b. To ensure that these costs are minimised on an ongoing basis
c. Urgent work on how to fund, incentivise and stimulate an adequate supply of customs agents
and other intermediaries on whom businesses will rely for any new regime. This should include
consideration of centrally deployed Government resource (for example veterinary or other
staff) that could help businesses complete any formalities without additional costs.
d. A practical, funded Transport Plan that ensures goods can flow through NI ports without delays
or queues.
__________________________________________

7.
To Prepare for two VAT Regimes within NI: EU VAT rules for goods & UK VAT rules for services
What this is about:
The Protocol means that the provisions of EU VAT law set out in the Principal VAT Directive (Council
Directive 2006/112/EC) concerning goods shall apply to Northern Ireland, as will the EU rules for
excise duties and this will include the ultimate legal oversight of the Court of Justice of the European
Union (CJEU) in all VAT matters related to trade in goods in Northern Ireland.
Current EU thinking is that NI will apply EU VAT rules on goods and, as such, supplies to and from the
rest of the UK will be treated in the same way as supplies to/from any other third country outside the
EU. However, as trade in services is not covered by the Protocol, this means that full UK VAT
legislation and legal oversight of UK courts will apply to transactions in services for NI businesses.
It should be possible to deal with the above VAT issues operationally (e.g. postponed VAT accounting
by the UK on all imports of goods from both EU and non-EU countries after transition has the potential
to be extended to all imports into NI). However, it is clear that to implement any changes to the VAT
rules that do arise will include modifications to VAT accounting systems to cope with these within
existing supply chains.
What the Government has promised:
•
•

HMRC will continue to be responsible for the operation and collection of the revenues
‘The Government is confident that we can use the flexibilities available… to implement these
aspects of the Protocol in a way which minimises new costs and burdens on businesses in
Northern Ireland’.
The Protocol allows the Government to apply in Northern Ireland VAT exemptions and reductions,
including zero rating, corresponding to those applicable in Ireland. ‘This means Northern Ireland
will benefit in the same way as the rest of the UK from the Government’s commitment in the
Budget to scrap the 5% rate on sanitary products from 1 January next year.’

•

What remains unanswered:
•

HMRC needs to clarify how NI remaining in the UK VAT area but complying with EU rules will work
in practice.
o

How will it be ensured that is not unduly complicated for NI businesses having to apply dual VAT rules and
VAT legislation (depending on whether they are trading in goods or services)
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o Will deferred accounting be permitted rather than a point of entry system (as was proposed during no
deal planning in phase 1)?
o As announced for UK importers in the March 2020 budget, will deferred accounting for all imports from
EU and non-EU countries take effect from 1 January 2021?
o How will HMRC approach the issue of services which attach to goods moved under the Protocol
arrangements?
o Can these arrangements also be put in place for duty, which will be particularly onerous on the agri-food
industry?
__________________________________________

8.
To Protect Access to Labour in accordance with the Needs of NI Businesses
What this is about:
Sharing a land border with the EU, but subject to a much stricter immigration regime than Ireland, NI
will have restricted access to labour from the EU (including unskilled and semi-skilled workers). This
will increase costs and restrict resources for NI businesses, putting them at a disadvantage to
businesses in the RoI.
An ability to hire personnel from both Ireland and the UK is important for the labour market and the
competitiveness of Northern Ireland. In the Common Travel Area Memorandum of Understanding
(May 2019) a commitment is made to ensure that comprehensive measures will be in place to allow
for the recognition of all relevant professional qualifications. But this MoU is not legally binding.
What the Government has promised:
•
•

[Nothing in particular has been promised in relation to access to labour, other than that NI will be
subject to the ‘new sovereign immigration system’, which explicitly restricts access to EU workers]
The command paper commits the UK Government to ‘work closely with the Irish Government to
explore how to strengthen cooperation and bilateral work over the coming years’.

What we need:
•

How will the CTA will be protected in legal form?
o What measures will be put in place to protect mutual recognition of qualifications between the UK and
Ireland to allow British and Irish citizens to fully exercise the rights and privileges under the CTA?
o How to ensure British and Irish citizens’ rights to live and work across the UK and Ireland?

• How to prevent exploitation of different immigration systems on the island of Ireland?
o What measures will be put in place to ensure that differential immigration systems on the island of
Ireland are not exploited by criminal gangs, undermining legitimate businesses in NI?
o What steps can be taken to avoid greater and more onerous immigration and modern slavery compliance
controls being imposed on NI businesses relative to GB competitors as a result of an open border?
__________________________________________
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9.
Preventing Northern Ireland being at Economic Disadvantage to GB and Ireland
What this is about:
Supply chains will always take the path of least resistance and businesses seek to reduce unnecessary
uncertainties and risks. The Protocol sets out that EU state aid rules will apply to trade ‘subject to the
Protocol’, i.e. relevant to the movement of goods.
What the UK Government has promised
•

•
•

That it remains committed to a New Deal for Northern Ireland. ‘That includes appropriate
commitments to help boost economic growth and Northern Ireland’s competitiveness, and to
support infrastructure and connectivity North-South and East-West.’
To provide further information on how state aid provisions should be operated by public
authorities before the end of the transition period.
NI is to benefit from new UK FTAs

What remains unanswered:
• How to protect NI’s position in the UK internal market?
o What measures will be put in place to ensure that NI firms are not at a competitive disadvantage relative
to the rest of GB despite the potential new costs (in terms of tariffs, paperwork or staff hours)?
o How can we ensure costs arising as a result of the Protocol (which specifically place NI businesses and
consumers at potential disadvantage), do not exceed product margin, thus rendering the product or
business model unviable?
o What impact will new GB-NI ‘administrative processes’ have on just in time supply chains in particular?
o Will there be mechanisms in place to manage regulatory divergence over time?

• How to protect NI’s position as part of the all-island economy?
o If the Protocol allows free movement of goods across the border, how do we transport (and service)
those goods across the border in absence of an agreement on services?
o How can NI firms compete on the island of Ireland in accessing the EU market when RoI has continued
free movement of services, capital and labour in addition to goods?

•

What will happen with state aid rules?
o
o
o
o

Does the Protocol mean NI may not be able to benefit from UKG schemes if they do not adhere to SARs?
Will UKG have to apply to EU for permission to apply schemes to NI?
Is it possible that NI will not be able to avail of UKG schemes, and will be ineligible to avail of EU schemes?
Will the UK submit a State Aid Application that ensures that waivers and reimbursements of duties can be
applied as agreed in the protocol to facilitate the processing of GB raw material by Northern Ireland
manufacturers and onward sale to the UK, EU and 3rd country markets?
o Will this State Aid Application also include provisions to allow support for Northern Ireland businesses
with respect to non-tariff costs of trade from GB to NI.

•

What about NI goods going to RoI for manufacture and onward sale to the Rest of the World
through contracts that are currently undertaken through EU FTAs?
o For this produce there is a major problem on Rules of Origin. If we cannot find a way round this there is a
good possibility that RoI companies will cease taking NI product which would in some industries, such as
dairy, leave a huge deficit.

•

What about RoI primary produce where the final products manufactured in NI are mainly sold on
into GB and Rest of World?
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o In addition to the issue of a NI qualifying good, this raises the issue and the opportunity to avail of UK
FTAs. If we cannot avail of UK FTAs (for example, because of UK – EU divergence on standards) then this
will devastate agri-food since we are an exporting region of the UK.
As a consequence of these two possible outcomes NI agri-food could be in the worst of both worlds of not
being able to avail of either EU or UK FTAs for some of their products.
o UKG contention is that all of the trade from GB to NI for further processing results in UK origin product
going back to GB or staying in NI. That isn't correct and we need a route to bring GB origin raw
material in where we do not pay a tariff on all of it at the point of import, can process it in NI and send it
back to GB or, if we wish, have a mechanism to legitimately export to the EU

o The definition of Qualifying Good needs to protect all-island supply chains (ROI > NI > GB)

__________________________________________

10.
To Put Comprehensive Business Engagement at the Heart of the UK’s Approach
What this is about:
The UK Government should not only urgently convene the business engagement forum but ensure
that the terms of reference and rules of procedure for this group is clear and that it will be drawn
upon in such a way as to enhance the transparency of the UK’s approach to the Protocol, that the
implications of the UK-EU deal will be read-across to the implementation of the Protocol and that
evidence on trade flows is deal with on a cross-sectoral basis.
What the Government has promised:
• To create a Business Engagement Forum which will:
o (i) meet regularly,
o (ii) allow NI businesses to put forward proposals and
o (iii) provide feedback on how to maximise the free flow of trade’,
o (iv) develop proposals around the east-west movement of goods and clamping down on risk of
illegal trade,
o (v) consider all proposals for NI to make maximum use of regulatory freedoms.
What remains unanswered:
•

How will this work in practice?
o
o
o
o
o

•

When will this be established?
How often will it meet?
Who will be included?
Will it have sub-groups for various sectors?
Terms of reference

What impact will this group have?
o How can we be guaranteed that this will not be ‘window dressing’ or mere ‘consultation’ or ‘cover’ but a
Forum in which the potential solutions are considered, problems outlined in detail and evidence-based
discussions take place?
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